Sold By: GR Travel
Duration: The package duration is 5 Nights 6 Days long.
Cost: The indicative cost is INR 11500 per person on 2 Person per Room sharing basis (subject
to availability).
Hotel: The following hotels are suggested for your trip and final ones will be confirmed when you
book Name: Hotel Mama Palace
Location: near Grand Mumtaz behind Wild Life Hut, Gulmarg 193403, India
Rating: 3 Stars
Room Type: Standard Room
City: Gulmarg
Name: Hotel Al Mehar
Location: 41 Bishember Nagar, Srinagar 190001, India
Rating: 3 Stars
Room Type: Standard Room
City: Srinagar
Name: Hotel Fifth Season
Location: 1 - Pahalgam Village Pahalgam, Pahalgam 192126, India
Rating: 3 Stars
Room Type: Standard Room
City: Pahalgam
Name: Jamaica Houseboat
Location: Dal Lake, Srinagar
Rating: 3 Stars
Room Type: Houseboat
City: Srinagar
Meals: Breakfast + lunch / dinner is included your package
Itinerary: The itinerary is as follows Day 1:
Welcome to Srinagar, the Venice of the East
> Arrive in Srinagar, Kashmir and discover the immediate beauty.
> Wander through the meandering streets of Srinagar City, a lovely neighbourhood filled with the
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vibrant colours.
> Our Representative will receive you at the airport and transfer you to the hotel in Srinagar in a
private cab.
> Start your city tour after getting fresh at the hotel.
> Visit the historical Mughal Gardens built by Mughal Emperor Jehangir.
> Make your way through the Shalimar garden, Nishat Garden, the Royal Spring known as the
Chasma-Shahi.
> All the gardens are situated on the bank of Dal Lake with the Zabarwan Mountain in the
background.
> Later in the evening visit centuries-old Shankaracharya Temple on the majestic Mount
Suleiman.
> After completing the sightseeing, return to the hotel.
Day 2:
Sonmarg Excursion - A paradise within paradise
> Escape to the sublime and peaceful setting of Sonmarg for a full day picnic.
> Through the pastures of Ganderbal, you will visit Kangan, one of prettiest regions in the area,
with its vibrant colours and lovely landscapes.
> As you reach Sonmarg around afternoon, you will have the chance to travel to Thajwas glacier
(direct payment basis) which may be covered with glittering snow all the year round.
> Wander your way through the breathtaking valleys with beautiful Sindh River gushing along
surrounded by pines and firs on the snow-clad mountains.
> Return to Srinagar in the evening.
Day 3:
Pahalgam Transfer - Legendary countryside and Wonderful Landscapes
> Today you will discover the unparalleled beauty of Pahalgam along the beautiful routes with
gushing stream sounds hitting your ears calmly and lush mountains surrounding the valley.
> The route will give a rare opportunity to visit the Saffron fields, Avantipura Ruins & Anantnag
Sulpher Springs.
> At the foothills of the mountains in Pahalgam, you can feel how dominant is the span of nature.
> Continue exploring the countryside in Pahalgam and enjoy leisurely walks through the forests
along streaming Lidder River.
> The life that fills the sound is vibrant and beautiful, untouched and uncovered, where the world
feels pure beside the waters under the mountain peaks, where what was once unknown is now
discovered and breathtaking.
> Get ready to undertake any one of the optional trips to Aru/ Betaab/ Chandanwari/ Baisaran
(Direct payment basis) to turn your Pahalgam tour into a life-long memory.
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Day 4:
Gulmarg Trip – Breathtaking Meadows
> After enjoying a delightful breakfast at the hotel, you will be transferred to the hotel in Gulmarg.
> Proceed towards Gulmarg through beautiful town and villages.
> Enjoy the scenic drives as you reach Gulmarg.
> Enjoy free time in Gulmarg as you take leisurely walks on the lush green meadows of flowers
with the backdrop of snow-capped mountains.
> Don’t miss the opportunity to take a pony ride in scenic meadows or the
Gondola ride (world’s highest rope way) to Khillanmarg and Affarwat at your cost.
> You may also enjoy at lot of adventure activities like horse riding, ATV motorbikes, Skiing,
Snow Sledging, Snow Scooters, Snow Mobiles, etc (snow activities in winter only).
> Whether traversing the grounds to see the animals, calm mountains, green pastures, or
exploring the conservation efforts, there is no lack of activity to enjoy before you settle in Gulmarg
for the evening.
Day 5: Houseboat Stay – A Floating Wooden Palace with a romantic Shikara ride on Dal
Lake
> Morning at leisure.
> Afternoon transfer to the houseboat in Srinagar.
> Today you will get a taste of Kashmir’s cultural accommodations as you check into a floating
wooden palace on the world famous Dal Lake/Nageen Lake.
> As the sun begins to set along the horizon, enjoy a fun-filled Shikara boat ride on scenic Dal
Lake.
> Take exciting walks on the boulevard road alongside the lake, with plenty of options to shop
and eat.
> As evening approaches, check into your houseboat.
Day 6:
Unforgettable Memories
> After a typical breakfast, you’ll be taken by private car to Srinagar’s airport, ready to return
home.
> After such an incredible trip – from to history to culture to nature – don’t be surprised if you find
yourself not convinced to make it to your flight in time.
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